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Agenda: 
 Introduction and Welcome 
 Overview of the March 7th draft of the Conservation Plan 
 Summary of most prevalent issues identified by the public 
 Questions and comments 
 Next steps 



Revisions to the draft Plan:  
Based on comments from the Conservation Planning 
Committee and appointed outside reviewers 
Ø Update Figures with new data 

Ø Focus on landscape-scale actions 

Ø Improve the education section 

Ø Summarize management actions 

Ø Make the EAP more specific 

Ø Clarify what the Plan does and doesn't do 

Ø Provide detail on historical landscape 
changes 

Ø Define where the 65/35 issue will be 
addressed 

Ø Reference a 50-year timeframe 

Ø Clarify the role of Director of Natural 
Resources 

Ø Move the recreation plan to Management  

Ø Clarify Jekyll Island as a State Park 

Ø Provide more details on cultural resources 
on the Island 

Ø Post all public comments in an Appendix 

Ø Define when the Plan should be updated 

Ø Add information on Causeway 
management 

Ø Change 6-month goals to “within the next 
year” 

Ø Define the actions that existing staff can 
implement in association with the Plan 

Ø Don’t dwell on the built environment 



Revisions to the draft Plan:  
Based on comments from the public 

   267 e-mails that said: 
–  specifically delineate the 65/35 boundaries of development and conservation 
–  future construction should follow adherence to environmental guidelines such as 

LEED 
–  identify specific mechanisms for funding the Plan 

72 Individualized responses, many of which included suggestions to: 
– minimize development impacts 
–  sustain the natural beauty/aesthetics of Jekyll Island 
– assure adequate staffing and funding to implement the Conservation Plan 
–  reference Jekyll Island as a State Park 
–  include the Causeway in the Plan 
–  recognize the JIA’s conflicting role with respect to conservation and development 
– Conduct a carrying capacity study 
–  Involve the public in a more substantial way 

 



Summary of Plan 
revisions: 



Plan Accomplishments: 

   An island-specific 
Vegetation Map was 
prepared by GA DNR that 
formed the basis for many 
management actions 



Accomplishments  
the Conservation Plan has: 

  Re-energized and focused 
public attention on 
conservation issues on the 
Island 



Accomplishments  
the Conservation Plan: 

  Provides a concise 
synopsis of ecological, 
cultural and historical 
elements affecting natural 
resources was compiled 



Accomplishments  
the Conservation Plan idetnifies: 

  Ecological Threats and 
Stresses and defines 
management actions to 
minimize their impacts 

•  Habitat Loss or Fragmentation 

•  Stand-altering fire 

•  Indirect Impacts 

•  Exotic invasive and native nuisance 
species 

•  Groundwater alterations 

•  Tidal flow alterations 

•  Beach erosion and sand starvation 

•  Sea level rise 

•  Limited regeneration of canopy species 



Accomplishments  
the Conservation Plan identifies: 

  Priority plant and animal 
species for the Island 

    Common Name        Scientific Name          Federal Status  State Status                    Habitat in Georgia  

    Bachman's Sparrow   Aimophila aestivalis         Rare                                                             Dry, open pine  

    Henslow's Sparrow    Ammodramus henslowii   Rare                                     Grassy areas, especially wet grasslands  

    Red Knot                    Calidris canutus               Rare                                                          Beaches and sandbars  

    Loggerhead                Caretta caretta                  LT                    Endangered     Open ocean; coastal rivers; beaches 

    Piping Plover            Charadrius melodus            LT                    Threatened        Sandy beaches; sand and mud flats  

    Wilson's Plover          Charadrius wilsonia      Threatened                                     Sandy beaches; sand and mud flats 



Accomplishments  
the Conservation Plan delineates: 

  Discrete Units to direct 
management actions over 
time 



Accomplishments  
the Conservation Plan summarizes:   Comprehensive 

Management Actions for 
natural and built 
environments across the 
island Beach Management Unit 

    Strategy 1A-1 

   Establish a beach management Working Group that will develop a comprehensive beach 
management plan for the Island. This Group will provide a plan, timeline, and 
implementable actions to have a natural dune system as the first order of beach 
protection from storm events and systematic erosion across the Island. The Group will 
consider  impacts from human traffic/recreational use including revetments, long-term 
effects of sea-level rise, barrier island migration, and up-current sand source alterations 
to provide a beach stabilization/re-nourishment decision matrix for the Island. The Group 
should include, among others, a representative of the JIA, the public, a beach restoration 
specialist, and an expert on the ecology of the Priority Species that depend on these 
communities. 

 Strategy 1A-2  

 Conduct an Environmental Assessment Procedure (EAP) review to evaluate new 
crossings, or infrastructure that may be proposed in this unit . 

 Strategy 1A-3… 

 
Timeframe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Short-term 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ongoing 



Accomplishments  
the Conservation Plan stimulated: 

  Environmental educators to 
meet, organize and plan 

•  Georgia Sea Turtle Center 

•  Tidelands Nature Center 

•  Jekyll Island 4-H Center 

•  Georgia universities 

•  Private Vendors 



Accomplishments  
the Conservation Plan created: 

  A process to evaluate the 
affects of proposed 
development 



Accomplishments  
the Conservation Plan identified: 

  Special Protection Areas 



Accomplishments  
the Conservation Plan encouraged: 

  Conservation partners to 
engage and participate 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Comment: 
• Provide recommendations for protection of the 65% 
of the island to be protected  

• Delineate the 65/35 boundary (don’t include 
marshlands within calculations) 

• Address legal protections for the protected lands 
(address HB214 within the text as well) 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
• The 1996 Master Plan defined… “the boundaries 
of… the 65 percent of the land area of Jekyll Island 
which lies above water at mean high tide…” that the 
authority would leave undeveloped.  

• The Conservation Plan does not attempt to modify or 
change those boundaries - future revisions to the 
Jekyll Island Master Plan will address this issue.  



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Comment: 
  Address the State Park status of Jekyll Island  



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
  Georgia law specifically designates Jekyll Island as a 
State Park, meaning that the land and its flora and 
fauna belong to all citizens of Georgia.  Thus 
conservation of the Island's natural assets is 
important all across the State.  Jekyll Island, 
however, belongs to a special category of State 
Parks, since it is not managed by the Georgia 
Department of Natural Resources State Park 
Division and therefore not subsidized by the State's 
taxpayers… 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Comment: 
• Provide more specificity in the Environmental 
Assessment Procedure (EAP) 

• Define the team that will conduct EAP reviews  



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
• More detail was added throughout this chapter of the Plan: 

–  At the local/site scale, proposed activities on Jekyll Island must avoid, then 
minimize impacts to: 

–  Natural resource management activities –The Objectives outlined in Chapter 5 
provide the basis for maintaining or restoring natural systems on the Island, and 
their success should not be compromised by future development proposals. The 
approach to management is built on a concept of managing relatively large tracts of 
natural lands – a proposal for a new development parcel that would segment or 
fragment natural communities would be considered incompatible with the Objective. 

–  Natural hydrology and existing drainage basins – Alterations to historical drainage 
patterns have intentionally been conducted on the Island in the past, and 
opportunities for restoration of these impacts are suggested in several chapters of 
this Plan. Additional impacts to surface or groundwater flows, or proposed projects 
that would preclude the implementation of restoration activities to improve the 
function of fresh- or saltwater wetlands should be considered unacceptable local 
impacts…  



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
 The EAP review team will consist of: 

–  the Jekyll Island Natural Resources Director  
–  the Jekyll Island Director of Landscape and Planning 
–  the Director of the Georgia Sea Turtle Center 
–  the Georgia Sea Turtle Center Research Coordinator 
–  a representative of the Georgia Coastal Regional 

Commission, and  
–  two outside individuals appointed by the JIA Executive 

Director 
  
 The Review Team will be led by the Director of Natural 
Resources - until this position is filled, the review will be 
conducted by the remainder of the EAP Review Team. 

 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Comment: 
  Create a new law/ordinance for new development to 
follow LEED, Green Globes, Etc 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
  The EAP includes a section that says: 

– New commercial buildings must consider certification 
through LEED, Green Globe or other environmental 
certification program. Proposed development projects that do 
not include environmental certification must provide an 
explanation to the EAP Review Team as to why certification 
is not plausible. 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Comment: 
  Conduct a visitor carrying capacity study on 
recreation uses/define a more detailed recreation 
plan that includes extensive public involvement  



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
  This was not within the scope of this project, but it is 
a good suggestion for a future investigation. This 
future study should include carrying capacity related 
to natural resources (particularly water), as well as 
other infrastructure 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Comment: 
  Add substance to the recreation section 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
  Ultimately, this was not within the scope of this 
project either. As a consequence, the section was 
moved to the Management Chapter to reflect the 
role of trails in defining Management Units. 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Comment: 
• Stronger funding mechanisms need to be identified  



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
• The JIA will prepare a budget for the human 
resources needed to implement the initial actions of 
the plan at the time of the transmittal of the Plan to 
the JIA Board 

• Some of the initial actions in the Plan can be 
implemented by re-allocating existing staff or by 
focusing the efforts of existing partners 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
• The JIA Executive Director has committed to 
including a budget for the Natural Resource Director 
position for consideration by the JIA Board in the 
next fiscal year 

• His/her initial responsibilities are expected to 
include: 
–  Preparation of a budget and a plan for the staff  needed to 

implement the Conservation Plan 
–  Budgeting and pursuit of additional funds to implement the 

Plan 
– Natural resource agency collaboration, and the development 

and coordination of a network of partners 



Current staffing and implementation of portions 
of the plan-some examples 
• Norton: Wildlife Health 

• Andrews: Ecology 

• Gawron and team: habitat management, sustainable and 
green practices 

• England: Plant specialist 

• Lydia Thompson: birds 

• GSTC, Tidelands, 4H, Lydia Thompson, Captain Phil, many 
others: education 

• Lots of partnerships with state and federal organizations, 
Universities, conservation groups, etc. 



GSTC efforts with the Diamondback terrapin 
conservation program on the causeway- great 
model for moving forward with other aspects of 
the plan 

• Multiple partners: UGA, SREL, GSTC, Atlanta Zoo, 
Riverbanks Zoo 

• Graduate student involvement 

• Research that is leading to practical mitigation efforts to 
reduce terrapin mortality on the causeway 

• Awareness/Education campaign 





Results: Hot Spots 
�  30%	  of	  terps	  

crossed	  in	  hot	  
spots	  

�  22%	  crossed	  in	  
warm	  spots	  

�  Peaks	  were	  
consistent	  from	  
year	  to	  year	  



Results: Hot Moments 
•  Concentrated around diurnal high tides 



GSTC hiring Ecologist 

• Kimberly Andrews, PhD 

• Leading JI sea turtle nest management program 

• Initiated a wide range of wildlife surveys particularly with 
herps 

• 2 one year long AmeriCorps positions will focus on wildlife 
research   

• Interfacing with Bryan England from Tidelands 



Integrating wildlife health and ecology-
very unique and it’s on Jekyll Island 



Bryan England 

• Tidelands Nature Center Educator 

• Oh but so much more……. 

• Particular expertise in botanical conservation 

• Interfacing with Cliff Gawron, Kimberly Andrews, GSTC 
staff 

• AmeriCorps members assisting with invasive plant 
eradication  





Camphor Tree eradication: GSTC AmeriCorps 
members 



Cactus moth eradication efforts 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Comment: 
  Provide more details about the environmental 
education plan  



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
  This is a work in progress, but lots has happened 
since the Conservation Planning Committee began 
to prepare the Plan. Actions have included: 
–  An Environmental Education Subcommittee was formed 
– Mission, Vision, Goals and Objectives were prepared 
–  An inventory of existing services was compiled 
– Gaps and opportunities were identified 



Most importantly 

• Meshing current Jekyll Island Education programs and 
individuals to expand their collaborations with each other 
and assist in marketing what is available on the island 

• Outside expertise: Babs McDonald was extremely helpful in 
providing a template for the current version of the plan 

• Al Tate has provided some exciting ideas that might lead to 
future programs  

• We hope to tap into a variety of outside expertise as the 
program expands.  



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Comment: 
• Address the causeway within the Plan  



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
• The causeway management plan has been added to 
Chapter 5 of the Plan. Management priorities include: 
– Maintain road buffers and open vistas for the salt marshes 

along the causeway 

– Restore/enhance the hydrology of Jekyll Creek and the salt 
marshes affected by the causeway 

– Continue ecological research on diamondback terrapins and 
other coastal species 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response 
 
: 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Comment: 
• Provide more details in the Plan 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
• The Conservation Plan establishes the structure for 
protection of natural resources on the Island. It is 
intended to be: 
–  Broad in scope 
–  Ambitious 
–  Long-term in perspective 
–  Adaptable 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
• Future Annual Plans or Work Plans define the 
actions for the short-term. They are intended to be: 
– Consistent with the priorities and objectives of the 

Conservation Plan  
– Detailed in scope, action 
–  Funded 
–  Staffed 
– Developed for a set period of time 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Comment: 
• What are the details/actions in this Plan  



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
 Detailed plans were prepared for each 
Management Unit, including: 
Ø  Represented communities 
Ø  Ecological influences 
Ø  Objectives, management priorities and 

implementation strategies 

 

 
 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Comment: 
  Provide a summary of management strategies and 
timeframes in which to accomplish those strategies  



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

 Response: 
 Beach Management Unit 

    Strategy 1A-1 

   Establish a beach management Working Group that will develop a comprehensive 
beach management plan for the Island. This Group will provide a plan, timeline, and 
implementable actions to have a natural dune system as the first order of beach 
protection from storm events and systematic erosion across the Island. The Group 
will consider  impacts from human traffic/recreational use including revetments, 
long-term effects of sea-level rise, barrier island migration, and up-current sand 
source alterations to provide a beach stabilization/re-nourishment decision matrix 
for the Island. The Group should include, among others, a representative of the JIA, 
the public, a beach restoration specialist, and an expert on the ecology of the 
Priority Species that depend on these communities. 

 Strategy 1A-2  

 Conduct an Environmental Assessment Procedure (EAP) review to evaluate new 
crossings, or infrastructure that may be proposed in this unit . 

 Strategy 1A-3… 

 
Timeframe 

 

 

 

Short-term 

 

 

 

 

Ongoing 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Comment: 
  Allow an independent review of the Plan  



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
  In addition to the review by the Conservation 
Planning Committee, comments from Al Tate and 
Steve Newell were thorough and insightful and led to 
substantial changes in the Plan 



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Comment: 
  The public involvement process should be enhanced 
to gather more public comments and show the 
public’s influence on the Plan development  



Summary of public comments and how they were 
addressed: 

Response: 
  This process has involved an extensive public review 
– more than 300 hundred people commented on the 
Plan, and these comments led to substantial 
changes in the document. Each comment was 
reviewed, evaluated and considered in the draft 
Plan. 



 Additional Thoughts or Comments? 



Next Steps: 

1)  Compile Comments from the public on the March 
draft through April 1, 2011 

2)  Create a final draft of the Plan 

3)  Present the Plan to the JIA Board 
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